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Abstract— The novel system of alternative, long lasting, 

renewable power generation method based on the principle 

called ‘gravity’ which uses ‘systems integration’ of 

mechanical equipment’s forming the module called ‘gravity 

lamp’ to meet load demand. This lamp prototype comprises 

of cylindrical shaped solid mild steel weight of 9.5KG, ball 

screw, drive gears, rotor, and generator, two way switches to 

interchange motor terminals for both generation and LED 

straps as load. This paper also presents feasibility in 

investigation of power developed by working module and 

also provides the optimistic conditions for up gradation of 

proposed system to meet relevant standards. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The phase "an alternative energy” source means wind energy, 

solar energy and hydro energy. Though we have conventional 

and non-conventional energy resources but still according to 

the increasing demands, it’s not sufficient enough to meet up 

the current energy requirements due to the emerging 

technologies. 

Taking all these problems into consideration this 

paper gives new alternative energy resource which is 

“GRAVITY”. It's an interesting idea, using a (presumably) 

limitless resource like the pull of gravity to generate power. 

In “GRAVITY LAMP” we are using high efficiency ball 

screw that converts linear motion to rotational motion. The 

rotational motion is transferred to dc machine to harness 

electricity.  

This device developed by us is one time investment 

and maintenance free. The fuel used by “GRAVITY LAMP” 

is gravity itself hence electricity generated is 100% free. 

II. DESCRIPTION  

If matter could be fired at a black hole from a safe distance 

the extreme squeezing of that matter by the hole's gravity 

would make it hot enough to start a fusion reaction. The 

Gravity powered lamp relies on a much simpler concept: 

Gravity pulls objects downward. The lamp is a standing floor 

lamp, 1470centimetres tall. In this device we are using several 

basic parts involved in creating light iron weights, a ball 

screw, dc machine and a bunch of LEDs. Here's how the 

process works: 

1) 9.5kg weight is attached to a ball screw near the top of 

the Lamp. 

2) The platform immediately starts dropping along the 

screw, which is aligned along the length of the lamp. As 

the platform makes its way down the screw, the screw 

spins. This converts the downward motion of gravity 

(acting on the weights) into the rotational motion needed 

to spin the dc machine near the bottom of the lamp. 

3) The dc machine converts the rotational motion into 

electricity. 

4) The electricity powers LED’s, which light up and 

illuminate the lamp. 

All of this happens over the course of 2 – 3 minutes, 

and the LEDs, which light up a few seconds after the weights 

start to drop, remain on for that full period. When the weights 

make it to the bottom of the lamp, the LEDs go out, and the 

whole frame is rotated. 

A. Ball Screw  

A ball screw is a mechanical linear actuator that translates 

rotational motion to linear motion with little friction. In this 

design, three (or more) rolling-ring bearings are arranged 

symmetrically in a housing surrounding a smooth (thread-

less) shaft. The bearings angle are adjusted to the rod, and this 

angle determines the direction and rate of linear motion per 

revolution of the rod. An advantage of this design over the 

conventional ball screw or lead screw is the practical 

elimination of backlash and loading caused by preload nuts. 

B. Description and Operation 

To maintain their inherent accuracy and ensure long life, 

great care is needed. While reducing friction, ball screws can 

operate with some preload, effectively eliminating backlash 

(slop) between input (rotation) and output (Linear motion). 

This feature is essential when they are used in computer-

controlled motion-control systems, e.g., CNC machine tools 

and high precision motion applications (e.g., Wire Bonding). 

Figure1. Shows two ball screws. Inset images are close-up 

photos of the ball assembly of the top screw. Left inset: 

recirculating tube removed showing retainer bracket, loose 

balls and tube. Right inset: closer view of the nut cavity. 

 
Fig. 1: Ball Screw 

1) Preloading 

To remove backlash and obtain the optimum stiffness and 

wear characteristics for a given application, a controlled 

amount of preload is usually applied.  

2) Roller Screw 

A roller screw, also known as a planetary roller screw or 

satellite roller screw, is a low-friction precision screw-type 

actuator, a mechanical device for converting rotational 

motion to linear motion, or vice versa. Roller screws 

mechanisms are commonly incorporated into 

motion/positioning systems in a variety of industries such as 

manufacturing and aerospace. 
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3) Steel & Mild Steel 

Steel is an alloy of iron, with carbon, which may contribute 

up to 2.1% of its weight the movement of those dislocations 

that make iron so ductile and so weak, and so it controls 

qualities such as the hardness, ductility, and tensile strength 

of the resulting steel. Steel can be made stronger than pure 

iron, but only by trading away ductility, of which iron has an 

excess. Modern steel is generally identified by various grades 

defined by assorted standards organizations. 

4) Cast Iron 

Cast iron is iron or a ferrous alloy which has been heated until 

it liquefies, and is then poured into a mould to solidify. 

Carbon (C) and silicon (Si) are the main alloying elements, 

with the amount ranging from 2.1–4 wt% and 1–3 wt%, 

respectively. Iron alloys with less carbon content are known 

as steel. While this technically makes these base alloys 

ternary Fe–C–Si alloys, the principle of cast iron 

solidification is understood from the binary iron–carbon 

phase diagram. Since the compositions of most cast irons are 

around the eutectic point of the iron–carbon System, the 

melting temperatures closely correlate, usually ranging from 

1,150 to 1,200 °C (2,100 to 2,190 °F), which is about 300 °C 

(572 °F) lower than the melting point of pure iron. 

5) Ball Bearing 

A ball bearing is a type of rolling-element bearing that uses 

balls to maintain the separation between the bearing races. 

The purpose of a ball bearing is to reduce rotational 

friction and support radial and axial loads. Ball bearings tend 

to have lower load capacity for their size than other kinds of 

rolling-element bearings due to the smaller contact area 

between the balls and races. However, they can tolerate some 

misalignment of the inner and outer races. 

6) Benefits-The Benefits of PM Field-Excited Motors over 

Electromagnetically-Excited Motors Include 

 Higher efficiency since no electrical energy is used or 

losses incurred for developing or maintaining the 

motor’s magnetic field. 

 Higher torque and power density. 

 Linear torque speed characteristics. That is more 

predictable. 

 Better dynamic performance due to higher magnetic flux 

density in air gap. 

 Simplified construction and essentially maintenance-

free.  

 More compact size 

C. DC Motor Characteristics 

Permanent magnet DC motors have similar characteristics to 

DC shunt wound motors in terms of torque, speed, reversing 

and regenerative braking characteristics. However, PM DC 

motors have starting torque several times that of shunt motors 

and their speed load characteristics are more linear and 

predictable. Torque varies a lot with speed, ranging from 

maximum (stall torque at zero speed) to zero torque at 

maximum (no load speed). An increase in torque requires a 

decrease in angular velocity and vice versa. 

 
Fig. 2:  DC motor gearbox 

D. Light Emitting Diodes  

A light-emitting diode (LED) is a two-lead semiconductor 

light source that resembles a basic pn-junction diode, except 

that an LED also emits light. Light-emitting diodes are now 

used in applications as diverse as aviation lighting, 

automotive headlamps, advertising, general lighting, traffic 

signals, and camera flashes. However, LEDs powerful 

enough for room lighting are still relatively expensive, and 

require more precise current and heat management than 

compact fluorescent lamp sources of comparable output. 

 
Fig. 3: High Efficiency Led 

Pulley-A pulley is a wheel on an axle that is 

designed to support movement and change of direction of a 

cable or belt along its circumference. Pulleys are used in a 

variety of ways to lift loads, apply forces, and to transmit 

power. In nautical contexts, the assembly of wheel, axle, and 

supporting shell is referred to as a "block." 

III. CALCULATIONS 

Force = Mass X gravitational constant 

Gravitational constant = 9.8m/s^2 

Mass = 9.5 kg (Mass of the weight place above ball screw 

nut) 

Force = 93.1 Newton 

Potential energy=Mass X gravitational constant X Height 

Height of ball screw = 125cm =0.125m 

Potential energy = 116.375 joules 

Work = P.E / Time 

Time = 150 seconds (Time required by the nut to come at the 

bottom) 

Work = 0.775 watts 

Luminous Flux = Work X Flux density 
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Flux density = 100lumens/watt (For 1 LED) 

Luminous Flux = 77.5 lumens (For 1 LED) 

Total LED’s= 5 LED straps each consisting of 3 LED’s 

So total Lumens produced = 5 X 3 X 7.75 = 1163.75 

lumens/watt Voltage (V) = 11v (voltage is checked using 

multimeter fluctuating between 11-12 volts taking 11 volts as 

average) 

Current (I) = 62.06 milli Amperes (current measured using 

Ammeter) 

Resistance = V / I = 177.24 ohms 

IV. CONSTRUCTION 

A. Construction of Frame 

 The square pipe is cut as per given dimension and then by 

arc welding the pieces are joined to make the frame 

respectively. 

B. Construction of Base 

The square base undergoes milling according to the 

dimensions. Boring is done using lathe machines to fix the 

ball bearing in the middle respectively. 

C. Grinding Of Ball Screw 

The end of the ball screw requires grinding for making the 

diameter of both ends of the ball screw of 12mm diameter 

respectively. Since ball screw is a made of hardened steel it 

can’t undergo grinding using normal lathe machines so 

programmable CNC’s are used for this purpose for accurate 

grinding at top and bottom end of the ball screw. 

D. Construction of the Motor Movable Holder 

The motor movable holder is made of square pipe. The one 

end of the square pipe is drilled of certain diameter to fix it in 

the frame using a nut and bolt so that it is movable and the 

belt coupling the pulley can be adjusted accordingly. 

E. Construction of the Weight  

A cylindrical shaped solid mild steel piece is taken and 

drilling is done in the centre of the piece of diameter which is 

exactly equal to the diameter of the ball screw nut. Screw 

holes are drilled on one end of the piece to fix it to the ball 

nut. 

F. Construction of Round Bushings 

Bushings are made for perfect fitting of ball screw in the 

middle to avoid wobbling. Bushes are made by drilling holes 

in the middle of small round cast iron pieces. 

 
Fig. 4: Gravity Lamp 

G. Mechanical Parts Fitting 

 The bases are fitted at top and bottom of the frame with 

two bushes at each end’s using an alen screw. 

 Then ball bearings are inserted inside holes bored in the 

base. The ball bearing are tight fixed by a liquid named 

bearing tightner. 

 Then cylindrical weight is tight fixed with the alen screw. 

 Then the nut is very carefully inserted inside the ball 

screw. 

 At the bottom of ball screw one mild steel round stopper 

is used at the other end aluminum pulley is fitted using 

grip screw.  

 Then the whole setup including (weight ,ball screw and 

nut and one belt is also inserted for coupling of the 

pulleys) are fixed between the two ball bearing at both 

ends and then the respective bases at the top and the 

bottom are tight fitted using allen screw to avoid 

wobbling of the ball screw. 

 Then the motor movable holder is fitted at one end of the 

frame. 

 This end the mechanical fitting of the gravity lamp. 

H. Electrical Parts Fitting (Including Wiring) 

 Then comes to the electrical fitting first we will fit the dc 

motor on a movable motor holder, the motor shaft is 

coupled with a wooden pulley. 

 Then the LED’s are fitted at one side of the frame holder 

of gravity lamp respectively. 

 Then finally on the movable motor holder one small hole 

is drilled to fix the two way switch by nuts. 

 Then coming to the wiring part using soldering iron the 

two way switch is connected to the motor and the LEDS 

just as shown in the diagram below 

 (E and C) are shorted and (F and B) are shorted. 

 This ends the electrical fitting. 
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Fig. 5: Two Way Switch Connection 

I. Working 

1) 9.5 kilogram weight is attached with the nut fitted with 

the ball screw at the top. 

2) The platform immediately starts dropping along the 

screw, which is aligned along the length of the screw rod.  

3) As the platform makes its way down the screw rod, the 

screw rod spins. This converts the downward motion of 

gravity (acting on the weight) into the rotational motion 

needed to rotate the pulley fixed at one end of the screw 

rod. 

4) Another pulley is attached with the DC machine which 

acts as generator. 

5) A belt drive is used between this two pulleys to convert 

the rotational motion into electricity. 

6) The electricity powers 5 LED straps (3 led at each strap), 

which light up and illuminate. 

7) A mechanical interlocking switch is used to rotate the 

whole assembly for generation on both the sides. 

8) A two way switch (fig.) is used to interchange the motor 

terminals for both side generations. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Let us hope that we shall drive our Power requirements from 

this truly “renewable energy resource” “GRAVITY”. Thus 

energizing the Electricity in deprived areas can be energized 

and at the same time limiting the ever increasing pollution to 

a greater extent. It can also be combined with solar and wind 

energy to generate power. 
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